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Abstract - With billions of active internet users every given moment, user data privacy is
vulnerable to potential attackers, so secure digital transmissions have always been a concern. With
numerous researches going on in the field of cryptography systems there is always search new
methods that can improve security of data sent over the internet. In this project a model is being
designedwith integrated various cryptographic techniques to make a hybrid crypto system for
more reliable secure digital transmission. This project incorporates plain text cryptography, image
steganography, and visual cryptography to encrypt a text all the way through getting an image
that is distorted with hidden data inside. The primary step is to convert the plain text to cipher text
using a symmetric cryptography algorithm, then using the method of steganography the cipher
text is hidden inside the image and finally the concept of image cryptography is used to get a
cipher image with encryption keys that encrypted the same. This project is going to be developed
to accept globally spoken English language.
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I

INTRODUCTION
The past couple of decades there is a linear increase in internet users, and time-to-time
we have seen the threat of data security vulnerability and liability of data that is personal or
business that could be used for vicious actions. To improve data security cryptography is a
method used to encrypt and decrypt the data for secure data transfer over the internet. But
recently image cryptosystems and steganography has taken some places to communicate data.
Steganography has provided water marking audio and video files that can limit illegal
copywrite and track digital prints. Interesting techniques have been proposed to support
steganography, one such prominent method is the Least Significant Bit LSB.Image
cryptography also has played a part in internet communication, digital water marking,
medical imaging, and military communication. There have been many novel and efficient
cryptography techniques been proposed [11][12][13].
The interest to develop this system aroused during studying the theory about image
cryptography and steganography, and reference of journals such as optics communication [5],
LSB technique[4], and more.
There are various methods proposed for secure image transfer that combine
cryptography methods and steganography [3][4]. With many techniques of image
cryptography and steganography suggesting useful applications and various techniques that
use combining these various cryptography methods. In this project, an integrated system is
implemented using both steganography and image cryptography that can be used for secure
data transfer.
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The remainder of the paper is ordered as follows. Section 2 reviews related works. A
comprehensive explanation is described on implemented method is Section 3. In Section 4
review and experiments on the system is shown. And finally in section 5 we conclude with
conclusion and further work.
II

LITERATURE SURVEY
Various techniques have been proposed on steganography the most popular method
used is Least Significant Bit (LSB). Least Significant Bit reference from paper[2] method
shows a mode of LSB substitution to hide data in images that shows a improvement in area of
payload by using method of conversion of data bits to base 3, this method is also prone to
detection and three colour planes is used for all LSB substation. Another work proposed by
X. Zhou and W. Gong et al [2] is an improved modification to the existing LSB technique
which combines hiding and cryptography similar to reference [3].A colour image LSB
technique is presented in the paper[6], in this technique the pixels with only values R, G, and
B are used for hiding data and the values must not be equal to one another and least a
difference of two with other components. This method uses only one colour component per
pixel which is used to hide data.
Image cryptography has various methods proposed that show capable results, chaosbased schemes that include two steps: chaotic pixel permutation step and pixel diffusion step.
The first step consists of confusion stage, chaotic map combination is used to apprehend the
pixel confusion combination, confusion key is generated here, keys here refer to the
parameter of chaotic map. The second step, pixel diffusion each pixel value in the image is
changed based on the first step chaotic stage. The diffusion key represents the diffusion
function. These techniques of chaotic map are used in paper,[8] that improves problems in the
existing system using chaotic coupled lattices, trigonometric maps are used to increase space
between the chaotic confusion key [5]. Rubik’s algorithm image encryption algorithm is used
in paper [7], the algorithm scrambles pixels in a gray plainimage using the Rubik’s method
where each position of pixels is changed, that is only deployed changes at this step is changes
to the positioning of position of pixels in the image.There are two random secrete keys
used.These two keys are applied into a bitwise XOR for the odd rows and columns present in
the plain-image.Also, for the even row and columns present in to plain-image, the bitwise
XOR is applied using flipped secrete keys.The number of iterations is repeated until a final
iteration is reached, for each step number of iterations are performed.
III

RELATED WORK
In this section the implementation of the image cryptosystem is described, both the
encryption and decryption methods are described. This section is ordered as follows. Section
3.1 comprises of steganography implementation and Section 3.2 comprises of implementation
of image cryptography. Each of these two sections is comprehensive of encryption and
decryption algorithm. Finally, section 3.3 comprises of the final integrated system and
describes the classes and its functionality. This project is implemented using the language
python.
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3.1

Steganography
In this section, Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique is implemented for hiding data
in colour images. The LSB method consists of four classes to hide data in image and retrieve
the same data from the image. The classes are: genData(), modPix(), encode_data(), and
decode_data().
The genData() class basically generates binary code of the input data that is being
hidden, modPix() class analyses the length of binary data and number of pixels in the image
then three pixels are taken at once and pixels values are changed, encode_data() class is
called after modPix() and basic functionality is to place the modified pixels into a new image,
and decode_data() class simply extracts the data from image by reverse engineering.
LSB message Hiding Algorithm
1. A color image as a cover or transmission medium is selected.
2. Also, the message that is to be hidden in the image that is the secrete information is
input to get a steganography image
3. Then a new instance of the image is created for the selected image.
4. Now, encode_data() class is called which accepts the new image instance and the
input data.
5. In encode_data(), the modPixel() class is called which accepts individual pixel in the
image with the data.
6. The modPixel(), generates codes for the data or the input message using the
genData().
7. Now in the modPixel() for the length of the generated data for genData() pixel value
is changed.
8. With in range of the data pixels values are made by declaring odd as values as 1 and
even values as 0.
9. The reading of pixels is done as, for every eight pixels 0 or 1 is checked, if its 0 it
means continue to read else to stop read or 1 says message is over
10. Back in the encode_data() class each modified pixel is again placed in the same
position using for so that the image looks exactly the same.
11. Finally, the modified image is generated that contains the hidden information.
Decoding the hidden message in image
1. The steganography image is the input which contains the secrete.
2. This procedure is to get the string back from the image that is hidden.
3. We first declare a data field to store the retrieved data.
4. Now we loop the image for all true values.
5. So, three pixels are read at a time and also a binary string filed is declared to store odd or
even values.
6. Then data is retrieved from the pixels.
7. Finally, the data retrieved is returned.
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3.2

Image Cryptography
The implementation of image cryptography is described in this section, Rubik’s Cube
principal algorithm is used for image cryptography. Rubik’s algorithm image encryption
algorithm is used in paper [7], the algorithm scrambles pixels in a gray plain image using the
Rubik’s method where each position of pixels is changed, that is only deployed changes at
this step is changes to the positioning of position of pixels in the image. There are two
random secrete keys used. These two keys are applied into a bitwise XOR for the odd rows
and columns present in the plain-image. Also, for the even row and columns present in to
plain-image, the bitwise XOR is applied using flipped secrete keys. The number of iterations
is repeated until a final iteration is reached, for each step number of iterations are performed.
The above is divided into five classes where three classes are commonly used in both
encryption and decryption. The common classes are: upshift(), downshift(), and rotate180().
The other two classes are purely named image_encrypt() and image_decrypt(). The upshift(),
downshift(), and rotate180() are used to shift and reorder pixels in the image, these three
classes are placed in a separate file called as shift_helper.py. The image_encrypt() class
divides the image into R, G, and B pixels and the classes in shift_helper.py is used to reorder.
Similarly, image_decode() decodes the shuffled image back to original image.
Functions used to Shift and Shuffle the Pixels in Encryption and Decryption
1. There are three different functions used to shuffle and shift the pixels, they are
upshift, downshift and rotate180.
2. The upshift function, this function is passed with three attributes the r, g, or b arrays
extracted from the picture, row or column number and the current row or column
values.
3. The upshift will append the col declared array with current j value of the length and
the index of the iteration shifts the column using NumPy roll function of -n times.
Also will match ai,jto shifted columni.
4. The downshift function also accepts attributes accepted by upshift that are the r, g, or
b arrays extracted from the picture, row or column number and the current row or
column values.
5. Here instead of shifting -n the NumPy roll shifts values n for the current col.
6. Finally, the rotate180 accepts an integer and returns a binary string and the values of
it.
Rubik’s Cube Encryption System
1. In the encryption method a new image input and the new image name is passed.
2. The pixels in the image are loaded in to a variable using image load.
3. The next step is to load r, g, and b pixels, for the range of image size [0] all are
appended the n for image size [1] pixeli,j ri , giand bi arrays.
4. New arrays m and n are set to size [0] and size [1].
5. Then Kr and Kc values are computed using randint Kr with power2, 8 for range of m i.e
size [0] , Kc with power2, 8 for range of m i.e size [1].
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6. Then in range of m total sum of all three r, g and b pixels are set using sum and
modulus of same is calculated and stored.
7. Now for each modulus we check condition for each i in range of mi.e size [0], if the
modulus is equal to 0 then ri and kri are rolled using NumPy roll.
8. Similarly for range of n i.e size [1] Kc values are conditioned and upshift if equal to
zero and downshift function if not 0.
9. Then for range of mi and nj, if modulus of i is equal to 1 ri, j, gi, j, and bi, j is powered to
kj else rotate180 function of ki is passed for each row.
10. Then for range of mi and nj, if modulus of j is equal to 1 ri, j , gi, j, and bi, j is powered to
kj else rotate180 function of ki is passed for each column.
11. Finally, for pixeli, j in range the ri, j, gi, j, and bi, j pixels are arranged and a new image
with the input name is titled as the new encrypted image.
Rubik’s Cube Decryption System
1. This process is reverse of encryption or reverse engineering of the encryption
algorithm.
2. First step is to load r, g, and b pixels, for the range of image size [0] all are appended
the n for image size [1]pixeli, jri , gi and bi arrays.
3. New arrays m and n are set to size [0] and size [1].
4. Then for range of mi and nj, if modulus of i is equal to 1 ri, j , gi, j, and bi, j is powered to
kj else rotate180 function of ki is passed for each row.
5. Then for range of mi and nj, if modulus of j is equal to 1 ri, j , gi, j, and bi, j is powered to
kj else rotate180 function of ki is passed for each column.
6. Now for each modulus we check condition for each i in range of mi.e size [0], if the
modulus is equal to 0 then ri and kri are rolled using NumPy roll.
7. Similarly for range of n i.e size [1] Kc values are conditioned and upshift if equal to
zero and downshift function if not 0.
8. Finally, for pixeli, j in range the ri, j ,gi, j, and bi, j pixels are arranged and a image is
retrieved that is exactly same as to the plain image before encryption.
3.3

Combined Steganography and Image Cryptography System for Secure Data
Transfer
This section talks about the integration of both steganography and image
cryptography into the same system. As specified earlier python is used to implement the
project, the file structure of the system is as follows. There are four python files main.py,
encode.py, decode.py, shift_helper.py. After encryption and decryption is performed on an
image the output image is placed inencrypted and decrypted image folder simultaneously.
The encode.py consists of classes genData(), modPix(), encode_data() and image_encrypt().
In decode.py comprises of decryption classes, decode_data() and image_decode(). The
shift_helper.py consists of upshift(), downshift(), and rotate180() classes. Finally, main.py is
entry point of the system that takes input and takes command from the user to encrypt and
decrypt.
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3.3.1 Proposed System
The proposed system asks the user to either encrypt or decrypt, the encrypt option
takes input, an image and data to be ciphered and the system outputs set of key values and
cipher image. The decrypt option accepts input the cipher image and key values for the same
image.
The proposed encrypt system is shown figure (1) below and described as follows:
Step 1: Plain text and an image are taken as input
a. The plain text is converted into binary code and is hidden in the input image using
Least Significant Bit.
b. The steganography image is next subjected to image cryptography using Rubik’s cube
principle.
c. After the encrypt is completed, set of keys and an encrypted image is placed in
encrypt image folder.

Figure 1 Encryption Process
The decryption system is shown in figure (2) below:
Step 2: The cipher image and the key values are accepted as the input.
Step 3: If the valid keys and image is given, plain text is obtained.

Figure 2 Decryption Process
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SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section results of the above-described system is shown with examples.
Here there are two present results with text data input with an image and the
decrypted image and the plain text obtained.
The first test was a simple white png image with black dots is the first test. The plain
text given to be hidden was “Hide this data, test one”. The image, the key values and the
encrypted image is shown below. The accuracy was 100% the entered plain text was
successfully obtained.
The second test was conducted on lenna.png lenna model image. The plain text given
to be hidden was “Test tow, hide this”. The image, the key values and the encrypted image is
shown below. The accuracy was 100% the entered plain text was successfully obtained.
IV

Figure 3: Dot’s image with Histogram (dots.png)

Figure 4: Key values for dots.png
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Figure 5: Encrypted Image and Histogram (dots.png)

Figure 6: Input Image and Histogram (Lenna.PNG)

Figure 7: Key Values for Lenna.PNG
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Figure 8: Encrypted Image and Histogram (Lenna.PNG)
V
CONCLUSION
In this project we demonstrated a method of combining steganography and image
cryptography. This method comprises of first implementing steganography and then that
image is subjected to image cryptography. This system can be replaced or used in all cases
where steganography and image cryptography is being used. The advantage of this system
over using these techniques separately is, if a middle man even gets hold of encrypted image
and accurate keys, if the decoded image has a bait text on the image, the stenography text
hidden in the image is not visible. Another advantage of this system is if even a smallest of
mistake occurs in key values while decryption the output image even when steganography is
performed on decrypted image, the plain text cannot be obtained. Pointing this we can say
this system can be used for secure communications such as medical and military applications.
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